University of Edinburgh
School of Chemistry Postgraduate Open Day

Wednesday, 15 November 2017

12:00 – 12:10 – Students arrive in KB
Met by PhD student volunteers and escorted to Joseph Black Building

12:10 – 13:00 – Lunch (Museum)
Opportunity to meet with PhD students and members of staff.

13:00 – 13:15 – Welcome to the School of Chemistry (T250)
Introduction to Postgraduate Research in School of Chemistry by Head of Graduate School (Dr. Michael Shaver)

13:15 – 13:25 – Introduction to the Postgraduate Teaching Program (T250)
Introduction to Postgraduate Taught Programme in the School of Chemistry

13:25 – 14:00 – Overview of Research Areas in the School of Chemistry (T250)
Talks highlighting the research activities in each of the research areas:
Materials Chemistry; Chemistry/Biology Interface; Experimental and Theoretical Chemical Physics and Synthesis and Catalysis.

14:00 – 14:10 – Sign up for 1:1 Meetings with Potential Supervisors & Tour (Museum)
- We encourage students to meet with a minimum of 3 supervisors for a maximum of 20 minutes each meeting.
- (Sign-up sheets will be posted in the Museum. Meetings will take place between 2:10-5pm in the supervisor’s office)
- sign up for a tour of the School

14:10 – 17:00 – 1:1 Meetings with Prospective Supervisors and Tours of the School
Please use your map or ask any member of staff to help point you in the right direction to find the supervisors’ offices. If you missed signing-up with a particular supervisor earlier in the day, please look for a gap in the timetable pinned to the supervisor’s door and add your name.

Alternatively, students may return to George Square by shuttle buses available at 3pm for more University focused Open Day activities.

Funding Opportunities are available here:
http://www.chem.ed.ac.uk/studying/postgraduate-research/studentships